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Season 47, Episode 15
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Ep. #11739



Lily overhears Rose and Mitzis excitement for her engagement and wonders if Rose may be rushing her relationship with Paul. Rose defends her choice, but considers everything her sister said. Meanwhile, Abigail confronts Mary with the truth that she killed Nick. Mary admits to the murder and when Abi threatens to go to the police, Mary attacks her. Aaron sees the struggle, saves Abi and takes her to the hospital. Molly and Holden praise Aarons quick thinking. Holden tries to temper Molly and Abis excitement over Marys confession, insisting that it is still Abis word against Marys, but Aaron saves the day by announcing that he heard Mary confess. Adam asks Abigail why she turned to Aaron instead of him. In court, Mary overhears Molly tell Tom that Aaron witnessed Marys confession. When Tom and Margo leave to restrategize Abigails defense, Mary confronts Molly. Margo, Bob and John are concerned that Hal may be under James influence and Jack and Barbara may be in danger. At the funhouse, Jack, Barbara and Hal move into the Hall of Mirrors to search for James, Carly and Emily. When the lights go out, James reflection can be seen in all of the mirrors. Hal finds him, but is alerted when James holds up the king of spades. James and Jack face off and Jacks fury is ready to explode when Hal levels his gun at Jack. Barbara tries to break through to Hal before he shoots Jack. James agrees to let Hal go if Barbara leaves with him and they vanish. Hal snaps out of it and Jack searches for Carly, finding her in a coffin. 
Quest roles:
Gerald Anthony, Emily Frankovich


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 April 2002, 14:00
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